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ABOUT US::
Polar Rubber Products Inc. can trace its roots to an organization that began
in 1966 with a single green and yellow service truck. We have built our OTR Tire 
business on great service today – over 50 years later
– we still strive to offer the highest quality OTR products with the best level of 
service. We have worked vigorously to expand the area we service weekly from 
Oshawa to include all of Eastern Canada and the United States. We also supply 
tires on demand to many global customers throughout the world.

PRP Tire officially incorporated our international division in 2004 with our
customer service, sales, administration and logistics department all housed in 
the same complex as the retread and repair facilities. Our staff accounts for 
100s of years in OTR Tire experience. Since then we have consistently grown 
while maintaining our focus on Service.

Continuous investment in our OTR Tire Retreading  Plant has enabled PRP to 
utilize the best tools and materials required to supply our customers with 
consistent top quality OTR Tires. With three Marangoni  computerized builders, 
three Marangoni computerized buffers, 10 autoclaves including a 180” ID, and 
over 30 Molds, we have the solution for all your
tire needs. Our “state-of-the-art” equipment gives PRP Tire extensive output
capabilities allowing us to exceed your expectations. It also allows us to rebuild 
and repair all sizes including 57 and 63 inch OTR Tires.

PRP Tire has a fleet of modern tractor trailers all equipped with cranes
running Eastern Canada and the USA every week; combined with an on-staff 
Certified Customs Specialist (CSS) agent to coordinate
all international shipping. We have the expertise to move
anything anywhere – whether it is on our fleet, ocean
container or through expedited LTL services – your OTR
Tires will be there when you need them.



PPR Tire is proud to offer PRP Certified Used Tires.
All tires are subjected to Polar’s ridged 5 point process thus enabling Polar 
to offer the best used tires.

The PRP Certified Used Tire has a three tier grading system.
We use Gold, Silver and Bronze to rate the overall condition of the tire.
As all of our Tires are Polar Rubber Certified Used Tires the grade scale just
gives you another reference as how to utilize the tires. Our 100,000 sq./ft. 
facility processes many thousands of tires annually and this experience sets
PRP Certified Used Tires above all our competitors.

High tread used tire; our Gold tires are slightly worn and have higher tread, smooth even 
tread wear and would be suitable in any wheel of any machine.

A good all-around tire; these tires have medium to high tread, may show a few more cosmetic 
marks and may have repairs limiting them to certain wheel positions on certain machines.

These tires have low to medium tread, may show more cosmetic cuts and abrasions but 
will provide the optimal options for matching up existing tires on machines.

As stated above all tires Gold, Silver and 
Bronze are subject to the same ridged 
process allowing us to Guarantee every 
tire that we sell.
All these features make buying our Used 
Tires economic, environmental, risk free 
and a very easy choice as your preferred
used tire supplier. 

PRP Tire offers the highest quality used tires with our industry-leading “Certified 
Used Tire” grading system. And with our “Ready-to-go” used tires, PRP provides 
the “Best in Practice” for used OTR Tires – always ready when you need them!
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  Up to Date Online inventory 
for Used, New and Retread & 
Casing.

  View our used inventory with 
Photos and Request a Price 
all through the website.

  View & Sign up  for Weekly 
Special through the website.

  View & Print all   of out Product 
sheets through   the Promotional 
Materials Tab.

Promotional Materials     Retread & Casing Warranty     Sales Portal

HOME



LEARN MORE

CHECK INVENTORY

  Many more features just log onto 
www.prptire.com and check them 
out.

  Contact Us through the website 
or call anytime for more specific 
product details.

  View & Sign up  for Weekly 
Special through the website.

  View & Print all   of out Product 
sheets through   the Promotional 
Materials Tab.

PRP Tire has over 50 years’ experience working with giant tires in all applications. 

We use only premium grade raw materials enabling us to offer two great lines of 

Premium Retreading, “Polar Mold”, and “Polar Sculpture”. These product lines are 

built to meet your needs in any application. Industry experience, raw materials, 

repairs and skilled technicians add up to high quality Polar Retread Products.

717 Drake St. Oshawa, Ontario Canada L1H 7R31-855-777-8473 1-905-576-1229

ABOUT US PRODUCTS & SERVICES PRODUCT DELIVERY CONTACT US

POLAR RETREADING CERTIFIED USED TIRES WEEKLY SPECIALS



PM-AWT MOLDPM-AWT MOLD

*Bead to bead mold*

   All-weather Trac is specifically 
designed for optimum traction 
during the summer and winter 
months, making it PRP’s 
answer to Ice, Snow and All 
Terrain. 

   Eliminate the need for chains 
with this aggressive high 
traction mold tread.

Model Sizes Product Tread /32nds

L2 1400R24 RRM140024AWTL2 32

L2 17.5R25 RRM17525AWTL2 35

L2 20.5R25 RRM20525AWTL2 38

L2 23.5R25 RRM23525AWTL2 44



   Non-directional PM-VMT Mold 
L3 Retread for multipurpose 
usage.

   Superior Traction and long 
tread life make the PM-VMT 
Mold PRP’s most popular 
tread design. For wheel loader 
& earthmover applications.

PM-VMT MOLDPM-VMT MOLD
Model Sizes Product Tread /32nds

L3 17.5R25 RRM17525VMTL3 34

L3 20.5R25 RRM20525VMTL3 40

L3 23.5R25 RRM23525VMTL3 44

L3 26.5R25 RRM26525VMTL3 48

L3 29.5R25 RRM29525VMTL3 50



PM-PXHA MOLDPM-PXHA MOLD
Model Sizes Product Tread /32nds

E3/L3 23.5R25 RRM23525XHAL3 44

E3/L3 26.5R25 RRM26525XHAL3 48

    
 

   

*Bead to Bead mold*

Non-directional PM-PXHA Mold
L3 Retread for multipurpose 
usage.

Longevity, durability, resistance to 
wear and tear. For wheel loader
& long lasting performance.



Model Sizes Product Tread /32nds

E3/L3 29.5R25 RRM29525PTPL3 55

E3/L3 RRM8756529PTPB3 66

*Bead to bead mold*

    Extra Deep PM-PTP Mold L3 
Retread offers great self cleaning 
& excellent traction.

   The versatility of this tread allows 
it to be used for shipping loaders, 
artic trucks and other production 
machines alike

PM-PTP MOLDPM-PTP MOLD
875/65R29



PM-VALS MOLDPM-VALS MOLD

    Deep PM-VALS Mold L4 Retread 
offers maximum protection and 
durability.

  Very resistant to cutting and 
chipping allowing for a greater 
value per 32nd.

Model Sizes Product Tread /32nds

L4 20.5R25 RRM20525VALSL4 56

L4 23.5R25 RRM23525VALSL4 64

L4 26.5R25 RRM26525VALSL4 68



PM-XH MOLDPM-XH MOLD

    PM-XH Mold E4 Retread is 
designed for maximum traction 
while still offering an effective cost 
per hour. 

   PRP’s PM-XH design provides 
an optimum balance between 
traction and wear, making it the 
choice haulage tire solution in all 
applications.

Model Size Product Tread /32nds

E4 1800R33 RRM180033XHAL4 52



PM-VMTP MOLDPM-VMTP MOLD

    Deep PM- VMTP Mold E4 
Retread is designed for 
maximum traction & side slip 
resistance.

   PRP’s PM-VMTP design 
provides an excellent option 
for haulage tire solutions in all 
applications.

Model Size Product Tread /32nds

E4 2400R35 RRM240035VMTPL4 80



PM-ATP MOLDPM-ATP MOLD
Model Size Product Tread /32nds

E4 2700R49 RRM270049ATPE4 93

    Deep PM-ATP Mold E4 Retread is 
designed for maximum traction & 
durability. 

  PRP PM-ATP design provides 
add excellent versatility for all 
haulage tire applications



PM-401 SM MOLDPM-401 SM MOLD

**With Full E4, tread depth meets
current demand in all material
handling applications.

    Extra Deep PM-401 E4 Mold 
Retread gives you maximum wear 
resistance and efficiency. 

   This Retread is 
an optimum 
performer in 
tough terrain 
and heavy 
applications.

*Half Track*Half Track

    Extra Deep PM-401 Smooth Mold 
L5S Retread gives you maximum 
wear resistance and efficiency.

   The only option for the most 
demanding applications.

Model Sizes Product Tread /32nds

E4S 1800x25** RBM180025401L4 60

L4S 29.5x25 RBM29525401L4 73

L4S 35/65x33 RBM356533401L4 90

L5S 1800x25 RBM180025401L5 96

L5S 17.5x25 RBM17525401L5 112

L5S 23.5x25 RBM23525401L5 96

L5S 26.5x25 RBM26525401L5 128

L5S 29.5x25 RBM29525401L5 128

L5S 35/65x33 RBM356533401L5 128

L5S 35/65x33* RBM356533HTL5 128



PM-RL MOLDPM-RL MOLD
Model Size Product Tread /32nds

L5 35/65x33 RBM356533RLL5 128

     Extra Deep PM-Rock Lug L5 
Retread offers the perfect mix 
of high traction, penetration 
resistance and wear.

   The versatility of this tread 
allows it to be used for 
shipping loaders and 
production machines alike.



PM-X MINE MOLDPM-X MINE MOLD
Model Size Product Tread /32nds

L5 35/65R33 RRM356533XMINEL5 124

      Extra Deep PM-X-Mine Mold L5 
Retread gives you maximum 
protection in the most extreme 
conditions.

    This is the #1 choice for loaders 
working in loading applications 
with heavy cutting.



PM-XLD D2 MOLDPM-XLD D2 MOLD
Model Size Product Tread /32nds

L5 35/65R33 RRM356533XLDD2L5 120

      Extra Deep PM-XLDD2 Mold L5 
Retread offers superior traction 
combined with the L5 depth for 
maximum wear.

    This tire offers L5 protection 
and wear combined with large 
voids and excellent traction 
allowing for longer load and 
carry application use.



SCULPTURE TREADSCULPTURE TREAD
We can cut any mold smooth tire into custom designs
& sculpture any size OTR tire up to and including 63”.

     Ability to change compound 
based on application.

   Esthetics of a mold, versatility 
of sculpture cutting.

  All tires are cut post cure to 
ensure even curing throught 
the tire

     Flexibility of inventory with 
smooth stock.

   Call for details: many sizes and 
patterns available.

     Custom Computer Sculpture 
designs and compounds allow 
PRP to emulate any tread 
design that you require.

   PRP utilizes Marangoni 
equipment which allows PRP 
to achieve the consistency 
required to be an industry 
leader.

     Call for details.

   All tires are built and sculptured 
inflated for true profile.



Our experienced technicians utilize the highest quality
materials to repair any size OTR tire with industry
leading specialization in Ultra class repairs.

Every repair only tire is inspected by
no less than four different technicians
during the process.

Attention to detail and commitment
to quality ensure you receive the very
best repair only service available.

REPAIR SERVICESS
           Certified high quality repair only services.



OUR FLEET:OUR FLEET:
PRP Tire has a fleet of modern
tractor trailers all equipped with
cranes running Eastern Canada
and the USA every week;
combined with an on-staff
Certified Customs Specialist
(CCS) agent to coordinate all
international shipping.

PRP Tire’s fleet is equipped with
state of the art GPS tracking system
which allows a better efficiency
of deliveries and pick-ups. It
also helps us give you a better
understanding of when you can
expect our trucks in your yard.
Qtracs is a live tracking system that
shows us the exact locations of
each truck at all times.

We have the expertise to move
anything anywhere – whether it
is on our fleet, ocean container or
through expedited LTL services –
your OTR Tires will be there when
you need them.



WARRANTY:WARRANTY:
OTR Retread and Casing Warranty Policies

Polar Rubber Products warrants all our retreads, whether on a customer’s
casing or Polar Rubber Products casing, to be free from defects in materials,
workmanship and casing failure to 15% of the original tread remaining.

Prorated credit will be given based on the actual invoice price1.
Credit will be calculated based on the following formula:

 • Remaining Tread - 15% of original tread
 • Original Tread - 15% of original tread x (Original Invoice Price)

The customer pays the charges for the labour, freight, duty and any other
service charges or applicable taxes.

1  Actual invoice price refers to the price paid for products purchased from 
PRP Tire. 
 
When both retread and casing are purchased and there is a defect in the 
retread or casing, the customer will receive prorated credit for the price 
of the retread and casing. 
 
When a retread is purchased for a customer owned casing and there is a 
defect in the retread or casing, the customer will receive prorated credit 
for the price of the retread.

This warranty does not cover damage from road hazards, improper inflation,
wheel misalignment, repair by another dealer, incorrect/improper mounting,
vehicle damage, damage caused by abuse and neglect, collision, fire, impacts,
vandalism, and chemical corrosion.

Ver. PRP2023.1



STAY CONNECTEDSTAY CONNECTED

Stay up-to-date with PRP Tire by following us on 
social media!

@prptireinc



STAY CONNECTEDSTAY CONNECTED



At Polar Rubber Products, our mission is to provide cost effective solutions
for tires used in the most extreme applications. With over 50 years in
business and 100s of years experience, we have developed the knowledge
and skills to earn our reputation as #1 in our industry.

Products & Services

 Off-Road Tire Retreading

 Tire Repair

 New OTR Tires in All Makes

 Used Tires

 Retread with Casings

 Tire Sealant & Coolant

  Interactive website

 Large Company Owned Inventory

We buy & sell all sizes of OTR Tires Globally

717 Drake Street, Oshawa, ON, CAN L1H 7R3
t: 001 905 576 1229 f: 001 905 432 5454 toll free: 1 855 777 TIRE [8473]
email: sales@prptire.com  www.prptire.com
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